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Abstract
In the previous century, ancient migration was explained on the basis of the occurrence
and quantities of imported archaeological artefacts, and with interpretations made in
alignment with the ancient written sources. This was so too with the Greek migration into
Southern Italy, often referred to as ‘Greek colonization’. This paper will focus on the
relations between indigenous peoples and Greek newcomers in Southern Italy, taking the
Sibaritide area as its focal point, as well as on the methods for identifying these foreign
newcomers through the analyses of the archaeological record. From the end of the ninth
century BCE, a Euboean-Levantine presence is detectable in the Western Mediterranean,
including Northern Africa, Spain and Italy. In the first half of the eighth century BC in
the Sibaritide, a Greek-indigenous coexistence emerged in the settlement of Timpone della
Motta. This coexistence entailed a shared and mixed cultural framework at the site, which
is reflected in the local pottery production. Based on the study of the ceramic technology,
this paper seeks to shed light on the possibilities and limitations of technological analysis
for identifying migration features in the archaeological record.
Keywords: Greek Colonization, Cultural Encounters, Technological Transfer, Mobility,
Pottery Hybridization

Introduction: why migrating?
The mobility of peoples, objects and ideas has been a driving force for human groups
since ancient times. The choice of settling in a new place implies knowing its strategic
position, the availability of natural resources and raw materials in the area, as well as its
degree of connectivity with other groups. However, in order to infer trade networks and
exchanges from the archaeological record, evidence has to be rather straightforward:
imports should be present in both areas involved in the process. On the other hand,
evidence for migration relies on a complex analysis of cultural, artistic and technological
similarities between two or more regions. As Elena Isayev pointed out recently, framing a
historical process and categorizing it under a singular event can hide the variety of relations
between locals and outsiders (Isayev 2017: 138). To explore the social and cultural impact
of migration, mobility and cultural exchange, we need to focus on the wider archaeological
record and from a diachronic view. In the Sibaritide area, which is the focal point of the
present contribution, the Achaean colony of Sybaris was established around the end of
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the 8th century BCE (Fig. 1). However, this was not the first encounter the locals had with
foreigners travelling from the Aegean area. On the contrary, as was the case for several
indigenous settlements overlooking the Sibaritide plains, Timpone della Motta had already
since prehistoric times been in contact with various groups participating in Mediterranean
trade connections (Bettelli 2002). Increasingly, scholars have stressed the interconnection
of italic populations, suggesting cultural transmission and networks, basing their
observations on both archaeometric analysis and parallels of formal elements within the
pottery production (Ippolito-Attema in press; Ippolito 2016; Jones et al. 2014; Levi et al.
1999).

Figure 1. Sites mentioned in the text, illustration by E. Bolhuis (GIA)

Explaining patterns
Traditionally, Greek-indigenous relations have been evaluated on the presence of Greek
ceramics at indigenous sites, in combination with the information provided by the ancient
written sources. In these references usually the indigenous persons are represented as a
naive and passive watchers of the stage wherein the Greek members act as main
characters. This is natural, perhaps, given the Greek writer’s inclination to describe the
context just from a Greek view, as they address a Greek audience. Masked by such an
approach, it is easy to overlook the fact that Greek pottery could have been transferred in
a range of ways, some of which do not even include any actual Greek involvement. In
addition, it is important to keep in mind that often Greek pottery only makes up a small
part of the total settlement assemblages. What is more, the archaeological evidence refers
to everyday life, which was of no or little interest to the Greek ancient sources and their
readers. A case in point is the occurrence of Middle Geometric Euboean skyphoi, which is
considered as evidence for a direct Euboean involvement at sites along the Tyrrhenian
coast and – to a lesser extend – in Apulia, Sicily and along the Ionian coastline of Calabria.
However, the presence of these vessels alone does not provide a straightforward argument
for the presence of Greek immigrants in the area since – as noted above – Greek pottery
could have been spread abroad in different ways. In the case of Apulia, the Euboean
pottery found here seems to be an evidence of a Corinthian presence, as these last
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dominated the commercial contacts with the indigenous groups of the Salento region.
Euboean pottery thus would have travelled along with Corinthian traders, not with
Euboeans. In fact, Apulia does not seem to have been involved in the westwards activities
of Euboean travelers. On the other hand, in the light of the subsequent establishment of
Euboean settlements at Ischia and Cuma, we may assume that several indigenous sites
along the Tyrrhenian coast, among which notably is Pontecagnano, might have been in
direct contact with Euboean Greeks. Between the end of the 8th and the 7th centuries BCE,
the integration of foreign patterns in the basic composition of grave goods in
Pontecagnano shows strong connection with Euboean milieux (Cerchiai & Cuozzo 2016).
More details are needed to set forth the case of Pithekoussai. Based on the stratigraphic
observations made during the excavations by Giorgio Buchner and David Ridgway, an
accurate matrix has been recently released by Valentino Nizzo (Buchner & Ridgway 1993;
Nizzo 2007). Up until now the settlement has been considered in traditional scholarship
as a Greek foundation by focusing on Greek imported objects, but the evidence does not
exactly confirm this statement. Using Nizzo’s matrix, Lieve Donnellan (2016) has pointed
out how tomb type, objects and rituals in Pithekoussai are largely related to a Tyrrhenian
indigenous connection and only later and to a lesser degree to a Corinthian one. As
Gosselain (2016: 194) argued, connectivity itself is not an explanation, rather it should be
conceived as a “structural framework” through which exists a “possibility for the
circulation of people and cultural items”. Exotic objects usually draw much more attention
than common ones; therefore, the two sets are not treated equally in analysis.
Consequently, Greek pottery is usually overestimated, but it cannot explain by itself any
ethnic or cultural identity in the settlement where it is found. In other words, trade and
traded objects do not imply ethnicity. Accordingly, Corinthians could exchange Euboean
pottery, just as the other way around Euboeans could trade, for example, Levantine goods.

Figure 2. Pithoi, after Schiappelli 2015, fig. 1a p. 232
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Firm evidence for migration can be obtained by studying local pottery production,
drawing on both Greek style and Greek shape repertoires. In the case of the Sibaritide,
research on material from indigenous centres along the Ionian coast has shown that
workshops producing Aegean-style vessels in local clay were active during the Bronze Age.
The production in question is labelled “Italo-Mycenaean” and consists of locally
manufactured vessels, which are so closely related to Mycenaean pottery in style and
execution that they look like Greek imports. The same phenomenon has also been
observed for the production of large storage jars (dolii) (Fig. 2), which have been
interpreted as being produced by immigrant Greek potters (Schiappelli 2015, 2006; Levi
& Schiappelli 2004; Guglielmino 1999; Tabò 1998; Tenaglia 1994).
Renato Peroni has suggested that these products are derived from Aegean models as a
result of a movement of skilled artisans from Greece to the Sibaritide, where they
established a workshop, either permanently or temporarily (Peroni 1994: 846–847). As
Schiappelli pointed out, it is hard to establish whether Greek potters: 1 – settled for longer
periods within the indigenous communities; 2 – only stayed long enough to transmit their
knowledge and techniques to indigenous craftsmen; or 3 – worked as travelling artisans
moving from one indigenous centre to another in order to respond to the demands of
indigenous customers (Schiappelli 2015: 240. See the considerations on mobility in
Gosselain 2016: 195–199). According to Emma Blake a technological transfer can only
take place after a period of continuous relations between “willing tutors and learners” (Blake
2016: 192). Hence, a product that shows signs of technological transfer is in reality the
consequence of an already passed period of continuous relations between the cultural
groups in question. However, this does not indicate per se a permanent foreign presence
at the site, just the introduction of the new technology. Who the bearers of the new
technological know-how are, remains an open question. A case in point would be, for
instance, Broglio di Trebisacce (CS), where within the Late Bronze Age material several
shells of murex (Heraplex trunculus), likely related to dyeing activity, were found. Since this
dyeing technique was mostly used among the Phoenicians, one would immediately
connect the presence of these molluscs to the Levantine production of purple fabric.
However, the well-known contacts between the Aegean area and Broglio di Trebisacce
allowed Margarita Gleba to suggest that this technology was actually brought to Italy by
the Mycenaeans (Gleba 2008: 80–81). The huge amount of murex found at the indigenous
site of Coppa Nevigata (FG) in contexts dated to MBA3, but prior to that already present
from the beginning of the settlement in the 19th century BCE, shows how difficult is to
understand the spread of this technology (Cazzella et al. 2005: 179–181). In fact, it could
have passed slowly through several indigenous communities.

Artefacts as evidence of migration
Can archaeological finds indicate migration? In order to answer this question, we should
first understand the complex framework of the social, economic and ritual life of a
settlement by evaluating the archaeological record in its entirety. Until now, the most welltrodden path has been to analyse contexts permeated by cultural meanings, such as tombs.
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In Calabria, most of data collected come from scattered tombs and necropolis areas, while
the settlement they once belonged to has often not been identified (Pacciarelli 2004: 447–
452). This does not allow a balanced analysis of the material culture. At least the presence
of grave goods that deviate from tradition is easily detectable. In Pithekoussai, for
example, through the examination of the fibulae type in S. Montano, Buchner concluded
that a high percentage of women were local (Buchner 1975: 79). The fibulae repertoire
does indeed show a heterogeneous cultural framework. In support Guzzo rightly argued
that local production imitates the mainland indigenous repertoire and to a lesser extent
Greek models. Considering the whole repertoire, however, a significant amount of fibulae
were seen to be imported. Within the imports, Guzzo (2012: 519) assigned several
specimens to an Oinotrian cultural background. Together with the askos from tomb 325,
which shows a characteristic Oinotrian decorative pattern, best known at Timpone della
Motta, these could represent an emblematic example of indigenous imports used by an
indigenous woman, who had left her birthplace for the new residence at Ischia and who
was later buried along with her private possessions.
A parallel case in point could be established with the burial Temparella 8 in the
Macchiabate necropolis (Zancani Montuoro 1983: 29–40). Here, the buried person seems
indeed to have had close links with the Greeks. This grave is located within the Temparella
mound, a tumulus in which the burials were arranged based on kinship. The grave position
points towards the deceased being part of an extended aristocratic family. The female
tomb T8 does not show any indigenous vessels or local jewelry, but contains a globular
pyxis and a kotyle, both Corinthian LG I, a SOS amphora with an Aramaic inscription, a
bronze bowl, several scarabs, glass and amber beads from pendants, rings, together with
ivory plates and five so-called ‘a staffa lunga’ fibulae. Corinthian kotylai are likewise present
in graves T79, T88 and Uliveto 15. However, in these last three graves the Greek vessels
seem to be in addition to typical local vessels, perhaps linked to the Greek manner of wine
consumption (Saxkjaer & Jacobsen 2014: 260–264). Anyway, the wealth of goods in tomb
T8 led Marianne Kleibrink to interpret the burial as belonging to a woman from a rich
family of traders, or from a family in which one of the adults was most likely of Greek
origin (Kleibrink 2004a: 66 & 2004b: 567). On the other hand, Jan Jacobsen (2007: 67)
has suggested that the T8 deceased could be a Greek woman married to a man of the
indigenous elite. This interpretation points towards a mixed marriage, as opposed to a
male Greek colonizer and a female indigenous concubine/slave, as has previously often
been assumed (Saltini Semerari 2016). Furthermore, the two cases indicate the mobility of
goods and people – especially how goods move with people – which necessarily can
further include a movement of ideas, technology and traditions. Mobility of goods and
people surely contributed to an increasing social complexity in the local indigenous sites.
Foreign trade, especially in luxuries, might have helped local élites to attract followings
and encourage surplus from them. The creation and development of the market as a place
of wealth and influence encourage and assist rulers or chiefs to control and perhaps
monopolize trade, wielding power and thus increasing political centralization and
specialization of functions (Kipp & Schortman 1989). These settlements show a well-
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structured network of craft production systems linked to the environmental exploitation
of resources within a wide area controlled for both economic and strategic issues.
At the sites along the Ionian coastline of northern Calabria, different pottery fabrics
related to specific social functions are already present from the Late Bronze Age onwards.
In this period, indeed, pottery production increased intensively. Common technical traits
such as the use of fine clay, the adoption of the wheel and firing at a high temperature are
usually displayed in the so-called “Mixed Italian Products” (Jones et al. 2014, especially
456–457 and tables 1.2 and 6.7.). Italo-Mycenaean, Grey ware and dolia exhibit the new
techniques. These procedures are deeply interrelated with the indigenous impasto tradition
in shapes, thus producing characteristic vases such as the carinated cups or olla of different
classes (Bettelli & Levi 2003: 443–448; Bettelli 2002: 101–104; Bettelli & De Angelis 2002;
Bettelli & De Angelis 1998; Vagnetti & Panichelli 1994: 407–410). Even the most
common shapes in impasto fine ware now appear wheel-turned, revealing a trend to a
stricter standardization (Giardino 1994: 259). Isabella Damiani related the size and style
homogeneity visible in South Italian RBA pottery to a self-awareness of the local
craftsmen actively engaged in new technologies (Damiani 1991: 21–23, 2004, 2010: 443–
445). X-ray Diffraction analysis on a carinated cup from Broglio di Trebisacce revealed
that it had been fired at a very high temperature. This might indicate that complex kilns
for impasto pottery production were used on a regular base (Levi et al. 1999: 221.).
However the role of the local élites must be stressed. They
[….] displayed their social relevance and power using a particular type of table ware, of exotic origin,
which looked completely different from the local handmade pottery from a technological point of view, but
at the same time could satisfy the indigenous taste also reproducing traditional shapes (Jones et al. 2014,
p. 456. See also Bettelli & Levi 2003).
A similar conclusion could be reached for the dolia production. This should be linked to
the groups that achieved socio-economic success from the spread of new farming
approaches and better storage organization (Peroni 1983: 250–251). Perhaps when
evaluating migration from archaeological remains, we should indeed be more careful in
deductions drawn from single objects. Nevertheless, by analyzing data more deeply and
in far greater numbers, we can hope to deal with complex situations that are more close
to reality.

Early Iron Age pottery hybridization
Pottery showing shared cultural features (forms and decoration) can perhaps be regarded
as better evidence for migration. As Carla Antonaccio argued, there is a dichotomy
between material culture and identity as they mutually shape each other (Antonaccio
2010). Hybrid pottery demonstrates that foreign patterns are already assimilated by a local
community. As Boardman suggested, no one copies anything deemed useless and
potentially alien to the current usage (Boardman 2004). That should imply that no one
replicates what he does not know or appreciate. In this sense, in addition to his previously
acquired technical expertise, a potter must be aware of the customs and practices of the
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site in which he works, in order to successfully meet the local market demand. That is to
say that cultural meanings and social values are as important as practical know-how. That
is why one produces or paints a vessel – with the aim of making a meaningful and attractive
product for the local market. Hence, it may be deduced that the society in which hybrid
pottery is produced may include different ethnic groups. These coexisting individuals may
have shared traditions, social customs and rituals in order to create a common repertoire.
After all, each vessel has a meaning: it embodies the social, cultural, economic and craft
context in which it was produced. Once different ethnic groups adapt to each other, their
material culture blends.

Figure 3. Timpone della Motta map, illustration by E. Bolhuis (GIA). Lidar data collected by EUFAR in
2008, and reproduced here by permission of the K.U. Leuven

Iron Age pottery production at Timpone della Motta
Different pottery classes are present at Timpone della Motta (Francavilla Marittima, CS)
during the first half of the 8th century BCE (Fig. 3). Besides a local production, imports
occur and stimulate copying and the development of separate fabric. Different abilities
and knowledge are needed to manufacture the fabrics used in impasto ware, matt-painted or
Oinotrian-Euboean potteries. These fabrics, indeed, require distinct technical skills at every
step in the operational sequence, from clay collection to drying process, from shaping to
kiln firing. Zancani Montuoro identified a kiln fragment among the Temparella tumulus
stones during the excavation in the Macchiabate necropolis. She interpreted it as a sign of
the presence of a pottery workshop close to the necropolis area (Zancani Montuoro 1977:
94–106; 1983: 9–12, 57). Later, several misfired fragments of “Greek-inspired” pottery
were found during the Groningen Institute of Archaeology excavation at the acropolis on
Timpone della Motta.
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Figure 4. Oinotrio-Euboean skyphoi. a: type 2b; b: type 2a; c-d: type 3a; e: type 3b (after Jacobsen &
Handberg 2012, fig. 5.)

These finds show unequivocally that their production place should be located within the
settlement, perhaps in an area not far from the Macchiabate necropolis or from the
acropolis (Mittica et al. 2007: 29–34.). In the 2007, RAP surveys along the southern slope
of Timpone della Motta traced a huge amount of 8th century BC pottery aligned with the
trench for the 1959 Eiano aqueduct (Raganello Archaeological Project, GIA project. See
Ippolito 2016; Attema & Ippolito 2017). Several fragments of kilns and at least two in situ
furnaces were identified across this area, upstream from the present-day Road 263
(Jacobsen et al. 2009a: 90). This area is located 3 km from the clay supply area, identified
on the opposite bank of the Raganello river in what is nowadays Lauropoli territory
(Andaloro et al. 2011). In 2009 and 2010, excavations conducted in the vicinity of the kiln
area disclosed a huge assemblage of pottery, calling therefore for further archaeological
investigations. The remains of two eighth – seventh century BCE huts and a massive
amount of pottery fragments have been found in the so-called Area Rovitti, together with
artefacts from the Late Bronze Age. The pottery belongs to several distinctive wares, such
as impasto, and a levigated fabric with geometric painting, both of local and of Greek styles,
or imported. Moreover, the presence of cooking stands and spinning tools supports the
idea that we are dealing with household remains. At the same time, misfired or defective
fragments and a vessel containing the remnants of refined clay (interpreted as a container
for the clay-slurry used in barbotine), link the two structures to the nearby kerameikos area
(Jacobsen & Handberg 2012: 710). The occurrence of workshops producing various
pottery types in the area demonstrates the existence of hybrid products alongside typically
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local items of manufacture (Crudo 2018). I shall discuss each product type in turn in the
following paragraphs.

Oinotrian-Euboean pottery
This term refers to the geographical location of the production and does not indicate an
indigenous involvement in the production (Jacobsen et al. 2009a: 94). Oinotrian-Euboean
pottery is a locally produced ware, usually considered to have been inspired by Greek
Geometric models, especially Euboean (Jacobsen 2007: 39). This production generally
consists of traditional Greek shapes, like the skyphos. From a high, almost vertical rimmed
type, it develops towards a shorter one, close to the protokotyle form (Fig. 4). This process
is in accord with a similar development of shapes in Greece during the Geometric Period
(Coldstream 1968: 23, 87).

Figure 5. Skyphoi parallelel: FMM and Canale Ianchina, after JACOBSEN et al. 2009b, fig. 5.

The decoration looks uniform, with the constant ornamentation of a horizontal wavy
band in a panel, except for the à chevron motif, which occurs in types such as 2b and 3b
(Jacobsen et al. 2009b: 210-212; Crudo 2012: 39). The wavy band as the main motif
between handles appears to be a link between Timpone della Motta types and the Canale
Ianchina production in South Calabria (Fig. 5) (Mercuri 2004: 34–35, 46; fig. 69–70).
In Greece, the wavy band occurs on cups from Eretria (Verdan et al. 2008: Pl. 31 n.121,
p. 165; Pl. 42 n. 173, p. 176) and Delos (Dugas & Rhomaios 1934: PL. XXVI A, 2.). The
skyphoi production from Francavilla appears standardized both in shape and decoration.
The only vessel that shows a different ornamentation pattern is vessel HY94RA263 (Fig.
6 a-b). The vessel was fired without applying a layer of gloss on the inside, just as the
external surface was unpolished – two processes that usually take place before the firing.
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Figure 6. Skyphos HY94RA263. Illustration by the author, photo Groningen Institute of Archaeology (ab).

The potter planned to decorate the lower part of the body of the vessel with a row of
concentric circles, but the decoration was applied and removed several times, probably
because of the difficulties in applying the ornament in a uniform sequence. Smaller
concentric circles often appear on the lip of craters and cups: however, these ones are
unusual both for their intended size and position on skyphoi. Interestingly, the same
decoration occurs on the lower part of the body of type 1 and type 2 of the Oinotrian-
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Euboean scodelle (Jacobsen et al. 2009b: 208). These vessels are one-handled bowls.
However, here I prefer the Italian term scodella, as it has been mostly used in the previous
literature. This is a typical indigenous shape of distinctive protohistoric Italian
background. In the Lucanian area and in South Campania, most of the matt-painted scodelle
are decorated with ‘a tenda’ motif. In Calabria the decoration is more variable and the ‘a
tenda’ motif occurs together with wavy bands, typical of Oinotrian-Euboean scodelle (a
volume about the wavy band decoration on Oinotrian pottery from Francavilla was
recently published as a summary of the Kleibrink excavation 1991-2004 on the Timpone
della Motta, Kleibrink et al. 2012). Oinotrian-Euboean scodella type 1 presents a wavy band
on the upper part of the body. Wavy banded scodelle – both matt-painted and OinotrioEuboean – have been found together in context AC18.04/AC18.09 on Timpone della
Motta, together with a type 1 skyphos dating to the beginning of the 8th century BCE
(Jacobsen et al. 2009b: 211). Scodella type 2 instead displays crosshatched lozenges
separated by groups of vertical wavy bands on the lip. Concentric circles are evident on
the lower body as in type 1. Greek-style productions imitated the scodella shape in ItaloGeometric fabric all over Italy. Direct parallels can be established for the Italo-Geometric
production of Pontecagnano (SA). Just as for the scodelle type 1 from Francavilla, those
specimens from Pontecagnano present concentric circles on the lower part of the body
and one or two wavy bands on the upper part (Fig. 7) (d’Agostino & Gastaldi 1988: 47–
48).

Oinotrian Geometric pottery
Although I have already used the term ‘matt-painted’, I prefer the term ‘Oinotrian
Geometric’ to emphasize a period and a location of the production, rather than a technical
characteristic. I here switch freely between the two names, using them as synonyms. A

Figure 7. Scodella type 1 and parallel from Pontecagnano, after Jacobsen et al. 2009b, fig. 1.

matt, dark decoration on a light background is the characteristic of this fabric, usually
hand-made or on a slow-wheel. Local Geometric pottery appears to share features with
the local and traditional Proto-Geometric repertoire (Yntema 1990: 38). In addition,
Bettelli has rightly argued that the Sibaritide Oinotrian Geometric pottery has no
relationship with the Greek Geometric style of product. On the contrary, the matt-painted
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production lies within a local craft tradition, which originates from the LBA Aegean-style
production. With the collapse of the Mycenaean world, the Oinotrian Geometric fabric
found an opportunity to develop in its own way (Bettelli 2009: 29). Relations with transPollino Oinotrian contexts and with Iapygian sites beyond Bradano led to new decoration
schemes. Continuous contacts with Greek and Levantine craftsmen also led to new
technical devices, mostly visible through the spread of wheel-thrown pottery and in the
firing at higher temperatures. These technologies seem to have been set aside after the
Mycenaean contact. The higher temperature in the firing process may lead in some pots
to a grey core and a metal-like sound when struck (tests on this pottery are in preparation
for publication). Biconical shapes are well-represented in the matt-painted repertoire with
variable patterns on the neck: wavy band or ‘a tenda’. Based on the Area Rovitti
stratigraphy, the former pattern-type appears to be more ancient than the latter, which
could be dated after the second half of the eighth century BCE (Crudo 2012: 200). The
truncated cone-shaped neck fragment HY90RA139 shows a cross pattern (Fig. 8).

Figure 8. HY90RA139. Cross pattern. Illustration by the author, photo Groningen Institute of Archaeology

This cross-motif is well-known at Francavilla from Area Rovitti, Area Carnevale and from
some vessels in tombs T40, T85 and U7 in the Macchiabate necropolis (Quondam 2009:
153, fig. 3.2–4). The same motif calls to mind those incised on some loom weights in the
building Vb at Timpone della Motta (Kleibrink 2006: 151–152, fig. 49.9a and 49.9b). The
design likely takes inspiration from what is known in the Rodì necropolis in Sicily. Here it
appears cut into oinochoai and scodelle (Bernabò-Brea 1967: 224, 226, fig. 21.4–5,9,23 and
7.25). This theme is well-represented at Eretria too on cups and craters1. In Italy, a cup
from Veii Quattro Fontanili shows the same pattern (Cavallotti Batcharova 1965: 106,
figg. 36.e and 114). A single instance of a motif of crosses inserted into a row of horizontal
dashes is present on a one-handled cup in tombs 7107 and 6500 in Pontecagnano (Bailo
Modesti & Gastaldi 1999: 42–43, figg. 9, 10, tav. 3.8. The authors consider this motif
Calchidian, cf. d’Agostino 2014: 184). Moreover, as a secondary motif in a panel, it adorns
an oinochoe body fragment and an amphora from Tarquinia (Canciani 1974: tav. 18 fig. 7–
Cups: Verdan et al. 2008: Pl. 41, n. 169, p. 175; Pl. 51, n. 233, p. 185; Huber 2003: v12, p. 32, Pl.101; as a
secondary motif: Verdan et al. 2008: Pl. 66, n. 328, p. 200; with a zig-zag row: Verdan et al. 2008: Pl. 6, n. 9,
p. 140; with a row of birds: Verdan et al. 2008: Pl. 51, n. 234, p. 185; Huber 2003: v18, p. 33, Pl. 101. Craters:
Verdan et al. 2008: Pl. 27, n. 106, p. 161, Popham et al. 1980: Pl. 54,63, n. 248, Pl. 54, n. 252; as an encircled
cross: Popham et al. 1980: Pl. 53, n. 242
1
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8 and tav. 36 fig. 7.). A cross-pattern in a panel separated by triglyphs is described on two
Italo-Geometric amphorae from Canale (Mercuri 2004: 34, 37, fig. 95–96). The kantharoscup is another typical shape of the 8th century BCE Francavilla production (Fig. 9). This
shape occurs at Apulian sites from the 9th century BCE, perhaps through trans-Adriatic
contacts, as the shape originates from the Devollian LBA kantharos-like type (Colivicchi
2004: 23-28; Gori 2018). However, in its decoration the kantharos-cup adopts a fringe style
typical of and local to Francavilla (Zancani Montuoro 1977: 78).

Figure 9. Kantharos-cup SM215/20C from the acropolis. Fringe style. Illustration by G. P. Mittica, photo
Groningen Institute of Archaeology.

The two ribbon-shaped handles, level with or over-topping the rim, suggest for this vessel
a similar use as the kantharos had among the Greeks, most likely in wine consumption by
the locals. The Oinotrian Geometric production came under eastern influence from the
Agri valley in the Lucanian area and from Daunian-Iapygian sites, but still developed in
its own manner. Together with imported artefacts, it seems to demonstrate an East-West
connection among people, trade and techniques between the Adriatic coast and the
Eastern Pollino area.
Here, through mountain passages (see Colelli 2015 for the Timpone della Motta area, and
Matteucci 1984 for Broglio di Trebisacce area), it was possible to move northwards,
towards South Campania and the Sele plain, or southwards through the indigenous sites
towards the Sila Mountains and Southern Calabria. Contacts between the Salento area and
the Sibaritide have been already highlighted by the identification of a group of imported
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artifacts at Francavilla and by an olla found in the deepest layer of Sibari-Stombi (Kleibrink
et al. 2013: 50–67; Jacobsen et al. 2009a: 89; Vanzetti 2009: 186–188, fig. 3).

Conclusions
In the first section, an anthropological point of view about migration was laid out. Then,
after a summary of some case studies, an argument about objects and their evidence in
the recognition and comprehension of the subject under review was developed. At this
point, the present case study based on Timpone della Motta and two different pottery
fabrics were introduced.
This brief overview on the pottery production in the Sibaritide during the 8th century BCE
reveals how different were the technical traditions between the Oinotrian-Euboean and
Oinotrian Geometric products. Manufacturing techniques and social connotation related
to the two material cultures are likewise different from each other. The co-occurrence of
the products at the same site allows for new insights on the models used to explain
traditionalism and hybridization. Between the Late Geometric and the Proto-Corinthian
phase (in absolute chronology 740-690 BCE), the Oinotrian Geometric pottery
production shows elaborate and complex decorations, sometimes being wheel-thrown
and fired at high temperatures, as detectable from the grey-core and the metal-like sound
of the fragments. The vessels are not slipped with pure clay, as was in the case with the
previous production characterized by its pale-yellow exterior. The surface with its
pink/cream color is instead visible. What is more, the decoration is now painted in a
brown-red shade instead of the previous black. The matt-painted pottery between the end
of the 8th century BCE and the beginning of the 7th includes the same shapes and patterns,
but with new technical processes that imply technological transfer. Cultural influences can
be detected with the Lucanian and Iapygian areas, where the first trans-Adriatic and
Aegean inputs were first restructured in a local idiom and then thus transmitted
Westwards. The Oinotrian-Euboean production continued to be characterized by Greek
shapes, but also absorbed local features. The decoration remains broadly true to Greek
prototypes, but at the same time it tries to cater for the taste of the local populations, as
is implied by the overwhelming presence of wavy and horizontal bands.
To conclude, the transmission of technical expertise and decorative developments seen in
the different workshops suggests a permanent presence of immigrants. Pottery workshops
at Timpone della Motta in Francavilla did not just produce vessels perfectly copying Greek
prototypes, but further explored shapes and decorations in hybridized vessels. The
analysis of their fabrics permits us to determine the existence of a local artisan milieu in
which Greek and indigenous potters exchanged techniques, methods and meanings in an
intense and creative context. This framework reveals a multicultural society that was
undergoing change, and where several influences were adopted and converted into a
unique common style. Immigrants and locals came together and thus laid the foundation
for the later colonial establishment.
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In this paper, I have tried to make clear how difficult it is to understand migration in
ancient times. The problem is twofold. Firstly, though evaluating migration as reflected in
ceramic classes or single objects looks at first sight an easy task, yet, in fact, it is actually
the easiest way to go astray. Instead, a thorough analysis of the archaeological record,
combined with an approach that uses both interregional and diachronic differences and
similarities to assess migrations, is more likely to give better insights into ancient times.
Interregional approaches allow for a comparative analysis between different micro- and
macro-regions, while the diachronic perspective helps one to read the events in the area
involved in the light of previous and later social and cultural dynamics. Secondly, the
representation of immigrants as a uniform ethnic group, and the bearers of different
ceramic technologies and new ways of social interactions, is likewise confusing. To
characterize the Greeks as expert artisans in the making of wheel-made vessels, or as
passionate wine lovers is misleading and provides a rather lop-sided interpretation of
Greek society, as of course not all Greeks were artisans and surely they were not all heavy
imbibers at symposia.
Today, as in the past, migration is a complex phenomenon in which people with different
backgrounds, education, attitude, religion, beliefs, tradition, trends, eating and cooking
styles are involved. Migrants from nominally the same country, for example, could come
from different areas and traditions within it and so could have experienced different ways
of ‘belonging’ to that country. A question in this third issue of Ex-Novo has made a strong
impression on me: “what place do and should archaeologists have in the debate on migration?” I guess
we should act as a reminder to society that migration is a phenomenon in which people
with different backgrounds interact. This interaction produces fresh knowledge that can
be passed on to future generations. Archaeologists can help people today to understand
that migration characterizes humanity, and as such it is not something to be feared, though
it does require to be explained and understood. It demands regulation and hospitality,
rather than boundaries and excluding barriers. Everybody should take Terence’s words to
heart and say proudly “homo sum, humani nihil a me alieni puto”. That is in my opinion the
most valuable contribution archaeologists can make to today’s society: make people aware
of what humans did in the past.
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